
TRIP REPORT FORM
AGGIE SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

DATE: 12/17/22 CAVE: Unnamed Carta Valley Cave (UCVC)
SPECIFIC AREA: leads below Beautimous Maximous
TEAM LEADER: Ben Hutchins
TEAM MEMBERS: Jenna Crabtree, Crash Kennedy, Greg Moiser, Elenore Le
Corvaisier, Andy Edwards, Peter Anderson-Sprecher
TIME ENTERED: 10AM EXIT TIME: 5:30 PM

PURPOSE OF THE TRIP
Surveying and pushing leads underneath the Beautimous Maximous area of the cave.

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR TRIP AND ANY SPECIAL OBSERVATION
I departed College Station at roughly 12pm on December 16 heading for

Elenore’s house in Austin. I arrived shortly after 2pm and began to load my things into
her car. She began the drive towards the Rock Springs/Del Rio area where the cave is
located. After driving half-way we switched and I completed the rest of the drive. We
chatted about UTG and Aggie Grotto and various things about caves, bats, and biology.
We arrived at the campsite at roughly 6:30pm after Greg had to follow us up the hill in
his truck after we missed the turn.

Once we arrived I got to work on picking a spot for my tent and setting up all of
my things. It was very cold outside and things were exacerbated by the bare nature of
the hill top we were camping on. With no shelter for the wind we were left to the mercy
of the elements. After setting up and making my dinner of MountainHouse fried rice
those of us who had already arrived gathered to chat. Topics ranged from things in our
personal life to the task at hand the next day. We were all tucked into our sleeping bags
by 9pm except for Andy & Peter who were due to arrive later in the evening. It was a
long cold night and I was thankful for my warm sleeping bag and multiple layers I had
on.

I woke the next morning at 7am and began to stir. It was blistering cold outside
and it did not encourage one to leave the warm cocoon of a sleeping bag. I prepared my
caving bag for the day ahead and got dressed. After I made my breakfast I exited my
tent to converse witht he others. We all took turns oogling over Andy’s disto calibration
device he built. Ben made sure everyone was clear on their objectives and that we all



had everything we needed. Ben drove us to the cave and Greg walked there. We hiked
a short distance to the cave entrance. We all entered the cave at roughly 10am.

Once we entered the cave we split into our respective survey groups and went
on our merry ways. I was with Greg (sketcher) and Crash (point). We focused our efforts
on leads below Beautimous Maximous. As Greg and Crash discussed which leads to
push first it allowed me to explore a small but highly decorated chamber off of
Beautimous Maximous. There were helictites galore as well as columns, cave pools,
stalagtites, and stalagmites. It was really a wonderful sight to experience.

We descended through a large gaping hole in the floor of the Beautimous
Maximous chamber and began our journey to potential leads. We started where HX 123
was and worked out small 2-3 meter shots. This led us upward in the cave into a small
passage. We worked through the end of the passage where it began to drop down. It
was very tight quarters and Crash and I had to climb over one another to get front and
back sites. At the very end of the descent downward there was cold air blowing from a
small horizontal fissure in the floor of the room. It was too tight for any of us to wriggle
but we could see it was a hole that led downwards. This lead could be opened with the
assistance of a rock hammer.

There was a small room off of this passage when heading back towards HX 123
that had a small lead. I was the only one able to fit through. The rock sloped downward
with the ceiling following suit giving a sharp decline to the squeeze which was about 10
ft in total, if that. Once in this new passage it branched off to the left and right. When
going to the left it forked but after briefly checking each they were a dead end. Following
the passage to the right uncovered many more leads and even an opening to enter the
room where HX 123 and our bags were. Due to me being unable to sketch and Greg
and Crash not being able to enter the passage we decided it was best to bail on this
endevour. It was a momentous feeling being where no other human has been before. In
quite literal terms this was my moon landing and I am a modern day Lewis & Clark in
my own right. After squeezing back through the way I entered the passage we
continued surveying. The passage we were in looped back to the room where HX 123
and our bags were located. I was the only one who could fit through the squeeze at the
end of the passage and I was instrumental in help closing the loop. The squeeze was
challenging due to its small nature but also the orientation at which one must slip
through. My head was directly on the floor at one point with my legs on the other side of
the squeeze pushing off the ceiling. It was a great challenge and good practice in
improving my contortion skills.

We took our first break at 1:30pm after pushing through and getting good closure
on the loop. It lasted roughly 10 minutes with all of us scarfing down our snacks and
resting our brains. The passage I had been in earlier occupied my mind as I chewed my
beef jerky and fruit snacks. I thought where could those leads end? Possibly at the pit
blowing cold air we knew had to exist but were unable to reach.



After our break we descended down a large hole in the chamber where HX 123
is located. From there we began our sketching process. There were many leads in this
area of the cave. Crash determined we should follow the leads that go “straight” and
then if we had time we would work on side leads. As the passage went along it began to
get more narrow and cramped as we made our way through a series of rooms. Boxwork
and cave welts decorated the ceiling and cave walls. It was truly a gorgeous site. I have
only previously seen boxwork at Wind Cave in South Dakota and this boxwork was
much lighter. I had never seen a cave welt before but now they captivate my interest
with their strange ways of occurring. The passage ended in a room blocked by
flowstone. In the corner there was a small shield no more than a foot long and also
featured a cupula, which I had also never seen in person. There was a small downward
lead in this last chamber but it was decorated with helictites and various speleothems.
Crash determined that this lead should not be pushed due to the fragility of the
speleothms decorating it. We made our way back to the chamber holding HX 123 and
our belongings.

We exited the cave at roughly 5:30pm and were satisfied with the 21 survey
stations we had added. We extended the footprint of the cave in the area we were
working in which was equally exciting. We walked back to Ben’s truck and Crash pulled
three beers out of the cooler. After a long day of squeezing into placed unintended for
man, I think this was the best beer I’ve ever had. A Lonestar at that.

When we arrived back at the camp we were greeted by Andy and Peter. I tucked
myself into my tent to change and clean up. I prepared a dinner of mac n cheese with
beef jerky chunks. Never have I been so grateful for the invention of the JetBoil. When I
emerged from my tent the fire had already been built and ignited. We all gathered our
chairs around and waited for Ben and Eleonore to return. We exchanged news of the
day and conversed. Everyone gave me tips on what to pack and prepare for when going
on multi-day caving expeditions. I still can’t believe all of this wonderful knowledge was
free! Greg worked on cleaning up his sketches and invited me over to take a look. He
then let me know he was going to name the passage I explored alone after me. Jenna’s
RedASS Passage now exists in UCVC. I have accomplished a lot in my short time on
Earth, but this has quite honestly been my greatest accomplishment.

We were all tucked into our sleeping bags by 10pm worn out from the physical
strain of the day. It was colder this night and I was well aware of the chill. It was a cold
and restless night but I was also so overwhelmed by the happenings of the day. Even if
I was tucked warm and safely in my bed at home I would have had issues sleeping. I
woke up at 7am on Sunday and began to pack my belongings. We gathered to chat in
the morning and say our goodbyes. Everyone was on their way by 10am.

I drove the first leg of the journey with Eleonore driving the second. It was a
much quieter drive but I think we were weary and occupied with our own thoughts. We



arrived back at Eleonore’s home roughly at 2:30 pm. I made it back to College Station
by 5pm.

This was my 50th cave trip of my career and one of the more fulfilling. I’ve
already been bitten by the cave bug but experiencing virgin passage only amplified the
itch and burn I had come to know. Being the youngest and least experienced person
there was quite the advantage because the knowledge was just oozing out of
everyone’s pores ready for me to lap up. Crash and Greg were great mentors
throughout the process and I am eager to go on more survey trips and learn how to
sketch myself. I’m glad Ben took a chance on me and allowed me to come visit the
UCVC. I look forward to continuing survey efforts in the cave and assisting in finding
other caves on the property.

Cave Welt in UCVC. Photo by Jenna Crabtree.



Small chamber off of Beauteous Maximus area. Decorated with stalagtites, soda
straws, and helictites. Photo by Jenna Crabtree.



Helictite in the small chamber off of Beautimous Maximous. Photo by Jenna Crabtree.



Boxwork in UCVC. Photo taken by Jenna Crabtree.



Lead blowing cool air from a suspected pit. My arm and headlamp are extended into the small
crawl to capture the photo. Photo by Jenna Crabtree.



Jenna’s RedASS Passage in UCVC. The lead in the left center of the photo leads to more leads
and passage. It also curves around to where the chamber where HX 123 is located. Photo taken
by Jenna Crabtree.



Jenna’s RedASS Passage in UCVC. Phot taken by Jenna Crabtree.



Crash Kennedy pushing a lead by HX 147. Photo by Jenna Crabtree.



Jenna going through a squeeze by HX 149 to close the survey loop. Photo taken by Crash
Kennedy.



Lead that enters in to a small chamber. I briefly explored but did not stay long enough to
investigate if there were more leaves. This is under the chamber containing HX 123. Photo by
Jenna Crabtree.





Crash Kennedy in the second to last chamber on the passage we surveyed beyond the footprint
of the cave. The ceiling is decorated with fragile calcite crusts. Photo taken by Jenna Crabtree.

Calcite crust on the ceiling. Photo by Jenna Crabtree.



Peter and Eleonore enjoying the warmth of the fire after a long day of surveying at UCVC. Photo
by Jenna Crabtree.



The group minus Eleonore posing on Sunday prior to departure. Photo by Eleonore C.



Andy using his homemade disto calibration device. Photo by Jenna Crabtree.



Photo of the UCVC Campsite with Eleonore. Photo taken by Jenna Crabtree.



Greg Moiser surveying in UCVC. Photo taken by Jenna Crabtree.


